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1/1. QOICE: STAAT

1.0.0 FRSFACE:.

C'

IF YOO CAB'T WAIT

DynaSpel1 is the easy way to find spelling
errors 1n your writing. In fact, you III Qost
likely 'be able to run DynaSpell without
reading this manual. If you would like to try

type ·SPELL <Eh~ER>·. Then, ans~er the
prompts and enjoy your new writing tool .

....

"

"
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2/KRAT is PYKASPBLL

O 0 ." OVERVIEW2. • ~

Misspelled words are deadly.
journalism courses, they cost you
business, they cost you sales. In
tbey bring rejection slips.

In college
grades. In
publishing,

PynaSpell
lets you
shows you
beeps when

finds your spelling errors fast
check your text several ways.

what it's doing along the way
it needs your help.

and
It

and

DynaSpell lets you c~eck suspect words
context.· Wben it spots a word that's not
its dictionary, it stops and points to
word.

in
in

tbe

DynaSpell tben asks you wbat to do. You ~ay

Accept the word a~ is, Accept and Save it for
use in an optional dictionary, or Replace it.
If you can't make up your mind at the time,
you may go to tbe next word by typing tbe
letter ·0· for ·un'decided.· You may also type
-L- for -Lookup· if you want to look for
similar words in DynaSpell 1 s dictionary. If
you get tired of checK.inc;, just type ·0" and
DynaSpell will return you to the menu.

TO Feplace a word,
correctly. DynaSpell
a table anJ uses it
corrected file to your

•

you simply type it
saves the correction in
when you write a new
disk •

You only need to Accept or Replace a word
once. If you don't want to read your text,
you may Check suspect words one at a time.
Misspelled 'words stick out like a sore thumb
when they're surrounded by a blank screen.

DynaSpell lets you list the suspect words in
your document on a terminal or printer~ And,
if you desire, you may even list the valid
words that appear in your work. When you ask
to see a list ofl valid ....ords, DynaSpell lists
the words from your document that were in the
dictionary. This helps you by calling
attention to ~ords that you may have been
trying to avoid.
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DynaSpell lets you Write a corrected file
~fter you've Replaced the misspelled yords."
The corrected file will hav~ the same neme A6

your original file.

DynaSpell reports the total vord count and the
nucber of co~on words in your file.

DynaSpell is fast and only takes 30 to 3S
seconds to check a typical document. We used a
t~o-megahert% 6809 system with eight-inch
disks during testing. DynaSpell is even
faster on a hard disk system. The dictionary
compare takes about one minute on a Radio
Shack Color COIDputer ruqning OS-9.,,
Many months were spent assembling and
verifying DynaSpellts dictionary. Each word
was checked several times to insure accuracy.
Unlike many spelling checkers on the market
today, DynaSpell does not make up words by
adding prefixes and suffixes to a list of
common root words.

-,

•
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3.0

3.1.

(:

·55

• sP n

.OP n

any text

• IG

This command resets any previous Hultiple SPi
command and returns printing to single space moe
It is equivalent to u.HS 1". SinQle spacinQ
the default mode of DynaForm•

This command causes ~he insertion of n bIt
lines, provided that there is room ~or n lines
the current page. If n is greater than the numt
of lines le4t or. the current page. only enOl
bl ank 1 i nes to space to the bottom of the curn
page will' be issued (as if a Begin Page comm,
had been used instead). 1+ n is omitted,
blank line is inserted.

This command causes the next n lines of text to
printed on top of each other, and ~an be used
cause certain special effects achievable by SI

overprinting.. For purposes·o·F pagination, the
everprinted lines are considered to ~ount as
line. The default value Tor n is 2.

~ny line beginning with 1~ periods is ignored
DynaForm, and is neither printed nor acted on
any other way. This permits insertion of comme
!n a document Tile. aQ~ YOC£~Qg~i~~g £E~~~~Q

also treated as a comment •

Thi 5 command
line comments
lines, up to
beginning with

•

permits the insertion of
in a document. All
but not including the

a period, are ignored.

multip
subsequ
next 1
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Eng1iEh ~riting. When it finds one of these
cornman words, it considers it correct end does
not place the ~ord in the unique ~ord table.

The 1000 co~~on words we used cake' up more
th~n 50 perce~t of the words written today.
Tbis means that less than half the words in a
typical document need to be stored in a unique
word table. Ir. fact, en average 1,000 ~ord

docu~ent contains more then 600 co~on words
and leaves less than 150 unique words to be
compared to the dictionary.

3.2.0 THE KYWORDS DICTIONARY

DynaSpell also lets you keep a list of words
unique to your writing in a dictionary named,
Y.YWORDS.DAT~ It uses this dictionary each
time you check a document and adds words to it
auto~atically when you selec~ the -Build
function from the menu.

3.3.0 THE CHECKING PROCESS

Once the unique word table is in place, the
real work begins. DynaSpell ~hen compares
every unique wo~d· in your document to· the
22,000+ words in its dic~ionary. Each word
that is found in the dictionary is mar~ed.

Words that remain unmarked are suspect and
OynaSpell lets you decide their fate. An
average 1000 word document usually leaves 20
to 30 sus~ects. Of these, 15 are often
surnam~s.

..

•
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4/DTNASPtLL R£OClREKth~S

4.0.0 PIt/lORY

4.1.0 TERMINAL SCPPORT

4.2.0 SOFTWARE

,

'DynaSpell needs just over 29,000 bytes of
~e~ory in addition to that used by the OS-9
oper~tin9 system. The Color Computer version
regulres just under 26,000 bytes. Double
sided, double density disk drives are best.
The single sided, double density disks on the
Color COQputer work fine however.

",

DynaSpell needs a video terminal that displays
at least 64 characters per line and runs at
9600 baud. At minimum, the terminal must be
able to return the cursor to the upper
left-halld corner of the screen and scroll the
screen upward if a line feed is sent while the
cursor is' on the bottom line. An
erase-to-end-of-line function, while not
needed, allows fas~er screen displays.

The Color .Computer version of DynaSpell uses
shorter prompts and ~orks ~ith the standard
Radio ShacK 32 column display or with the
various EiRes screens available from FHL.
DynaSpell ccnfigures itself to fit the BiRes
screen you are using· if you have loaded the
proper GOToXY routine. ~~en checking long
documents yeu should use the standard Radio
Shack 32 column screen because it give you an
additional· 9,000 bytes for DynaSpell's unique
,""ord tables.

When you forget to load a GoToXY ~odule into
me~orYI DynaSpell ~il1 configure itself to
your terminal. For this to work however,
05-9'5 terminal descriptor rnust~contain the
exact number of lines available on the screen.

DynaSpell uses the 05-9 operating system and
several of its utilities. A GoToXY module
should be present in memory and the printer
device d~scriptor, ~/p,~ must be avail~ble if
you need hard copy.

•
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5/I~STALLING THE SYSTEK

5.0.0 Tbe Spell Command

5.1.0 DICTIONARY PILES

First, copy the file named ·spell- into your
execution directory. Then, make sure that a'
copy of the 05-9 -dir- utility has been loaded
into memory or is available in your execution
directory. Any other 05-9 module you plan to
call from the Shell menu option must also be
in memory or in this directory.

DynaSpell checks documents saved in your
current data directory.

Dyn"aSpell" looks for its dictionaries
directory named ·SPELL-. It expects to
that directory on a disk in device /dO.
three files, DICTIONARY.DAT, CO¥~ON.DAT

MYWORDS.DAT must be in this directory.

in a
find

The
"nd

If DyneSpell doesn't
IdOISPELL, it ~ill issue

find the
a prompt:

directory

Could Dot finti" directpry nemed ·SPELL· on
device IdO. Type petblist of device bolding
this directory: IhO

,"

This example sho~s how to answer the
The answer, ·/hO·, assumed that the
directory was located on a hard disk
named -/hO".

""

Pege 7

prompt.
·SPELL
device



6/ROI~ING DrnaS"oll

6.0.0 An Exac"le

Suppose you have written a "story and saved it
1n e file na~ed MYSTORY in your current data
directory. Bo~ would you check it for
spelling errors?

Pollow
a good

the example belove It should
feel for how DynaSpell worKS.

give you

First, type:

SPELL <ENTER>

DynaSpell
file.s from

will print
the diSK and

IS banner,
then ac,I~:

load a few

Whicb Mode: [N]ormal, Auto (P)rint, or Auto
(S)pool? PiCK ODe, IN] <EI>'TER>, IP), OR IS)?

Now, bit tbe <ENTER> Key and DynaSpell will
respond by aSKing:

Whicb file would you liKe to cbecK?

Answer by typing:

lIT STORY <ENTER>

If you forgot the name of the file you wanted
to check, just hit the <ENTER> or <RETURN> key
and DynaSpell will list your current working
directory ..

l.
If you do this
because it is
type:

and still
stored in

C <SNTER>

can't find your file
another .dir~ctory,

OynaSpell will then ask you to type the name
of the desired directory. After you type the
directory name, DynaSpell will change it for
you and ask again.tor the name of the file you
would like to check .

..
Page B



DynaSpell then proceeds:

DyneSpell
I

i. reedin9 your textl
;

DyneSpell bes fOUDd 126 vords, iDcluding.

76 eocm~n words, and
28 unique vords in your text.,
DyneSpell is looking for 'your vords in
dictionery. 15100 dictionery entries beye
checked. t

its
boen

When Dy~aSpell finishs the dictionary compare
it will print a menu and'you may pick anyone
of 12 actions.

6.1.0 COMMAND LINE OPTIONS

Now, w~'ll show you a few optio~s you can use
when running OynaSpell. ·You run DynaSpell by
typing an OS-9 command of the form:

Spell [ tmems1ze 1 [ alternate G~ToXYl,
6.1.1 REQUESTING MORE MEMORY

,
The first parameter is'. the standard 05-9
memory request. If it is left out. of the
command line, OynaSpell automatically reserves
19,000 bytes of memory for its COMMON and
UNIQUE word tables.

When you don't request additional memory,
OynaSpell uses 4,700 bytes of memory to hold
the unique word table. This 1ets you check a
text file containing up to 175 unique words
and is more than enough for a typ~cal letter
or short story. Each additional page of
memory you request makes room for 11 more
words. Each additional -K- of memory gives

-you room for 4S more words. Sere are two
_examples:

Spell tl12 <ENTER>
Spell. '26K <ENTER>

Both of these lines produce identical results.
The first requests a data memory area
containing 112, 256-byte pages or 28,672
bytes. The second requests 28K. One ~K~ is
equal to four 256 byte pages so 28K equals
28,6,2 bytes also.

Page 9
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you have more memory, don't be afraid to
it. A t41K data request will let you use
uni~ue words. That's A lot of typing.-

~~ing either line above increases the
capacity of the unique word table and lets you
check e text file containing more than 800
unique words. To get an idea about the size
o~ ll. document· that contains 800 uniqu~ words,
scan this Users Y.anual. Although it is more
than 6,000 words long, it contains only 724
unique words. Remeooer, all conrnon words are
filtered out with the table CO~Y.ON.DAT.

If
---Use

. 1322

6.1.2 WHY REQUEST MEMORY?

DynaSpell slows down if you don't give it
enough memory. This happ~~s because the
hashing operation takes much longer when the
unique word table is more than 80 percent
full. For this reason you should request' as
much memory as possible when running
DynaSpell.

Since DynaSpell is designed to operate on
05-9, a multi-tasking, .multi-user operating
system, we bring it alive as a process with a
unique word table which holds only 213 words.
This is enough to check several pages of text,
yet it leaves plenty of free memory so that
you may run other programs concurrently. The
chart below shows DynaSpell's capacity with-a
few typical memory requests.

C CIlART 1

Command Line Spell Spell .20K Spell ,24K Spell .28K

Data Area (bytesl 17130 20480 24576 26672
Less Overhead 12440 12440 12440 12440
Unique Table Size 4690 6040 12136 16232
Dnique Words . 213 365 551 737

••

,

•
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6.1.3 WBEN YOO DON'T ASK FOR ENOOGH MEMORY

If you
see this

don't
error

~sk for enough memory, you .may
message:

Too Many Suspects. Please Request More Memory

If you see this message, run DynaSpell again
and request more memory. Otherwise you may

. miss a few words and SlOW do~~ the dictionary
compare process by a factor of three or four.

6.1.4 SPEEO VS MEMORY SIZE
.'

Berels a comparison. We checked a 454 word
file and found that it'held 175 unique words.
The first time we checked this file, we didn't
request additional memory. Ti.~ table ran 82.5
per cent full and DynaSpell took 39 seconds
for the dictionary compare.

Then, we ran the same file again and requested
f20K of memory. This time, the unique word
table ran 47 percent full and it only took 31
seconds to do the compare. Requests for more
memory bad little affect.

The moral of the story, request enough memory
to ensure that your unique word table runs no
more than 75 to 80 percent full.

nynaSpell is re-entrant and the same module
can be shared by several users on a multi-user
system wh~n enough data memory is available.
On a 56K system, two users may run DynaSpell
at tile same time if neither one of the~

requests additional memory.

CAUTION. You must be sure that each user in a
multi-user environment has his own working
data directory.

6.2.0 ABOOT GOTOXY MODDLES

The second parameter on the command l·ine is
also optional. It lets people with a multi
user system use more than one type of terminal
at the same time •

•
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type
e CR.

Consider the 05-9 command line:

Spell <ENTER>

h~en you type this co~,and. OS-9 'loads the
module SPELL -into memory and executes it.
SPELL then attempts to link to another module
named GoToXY. Since GoToXY must be in memory
when you are using DynaStar·or DynaSpell, it's
a good idea to includ~ an instruction that
loads it for you in your OS-9 STARTUP file.

If SPELL does not find the module GoToXY and
you have not requested an alternate GoToXY
module in the command line, you will be asked
to type the character string that homes the
cursor on your terminal. .

Operator initiali.ation required. Please
the cont~ol sequence for home c~r8~r then

If your terminal homes the cursor when
receives a Control R character, hold down
Control key on your keyboard and strike
-R w key at the same time. Then, hit
<ENTER> key.

it
the
the
the

I '

Once you've done this, you'll be asked
the character string that erases your
from the current cursor position
end-of-line.

to type
screen

to the

Now type the clear-to-end-of-line sequence
followed by a CR.

To use an alternate GoToXY module, you must
type a command line of the form:

Spell Go <Eh~ER>

or

Spell Go 128X <ENTER>

'rhe first
link $.0 a
GoToXY. •

command line causes DynaSpell to
GoToXY module named GO rather than

Page 12



The second co~~and line also tells DynaSpell
to use a GoToXY module named GO. It also
requests an optional data memory size of 28K
bytes. The GO module must be loaded into
memory before either co~~and is entered.

The format of the GcToXY modules -used by
Dynaspell is identical to those used by the
DynaStar editor and is listed elsewhere in
this manual ..

. If you. type the wrong GoToXY module name- in
the command line and want to change it, just
hit the standard OS-9 abort key. Most systems
use Control E. When DynaSpcll intercepts this
key, it exits to OS-9.

6.2.0 SELECTING A HODE

Suppose you need to check the spelling of a
long story before you mail it to your
editor--but you're late for your coffee break.
You may solve your dile~a by picking one of
two automatic modes when you answer
DynaSpe11's first prompt:

Which Hodel INlormal, Auto (P)rint, or Auto
(S)poo11 pick one: IN] <ENTER>, (P) or (6)1

Answering this prompt with an wNw, wnw or
<ENTER> lets you check the spelling of ~ords

in your text file interactively.

6.2.1 USING TEE AUTO PRINT MODE

Typing a .p., or .p. selects the Auto Print
mode. This Causes DynaSpell tn list the text
file on your printer with ten back-arrows
pointing to each word it couldn't find in the
dictionary.

After
prints
feeds.
to go
without

•

printing the back-arrows, DynaSpell
a carriage return, and three line
The extra white space forces your eye
directly -~o each ·possible mistake

searching allover the page.
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When you come back from your coffee break you
can read through the listing, checking
possible mistakes at your leisure. If you're
lucky, all suspected errors will. be proper
~ames and. y~~ can print a s~ooth copy of the
story and mall it.

When exiting the Auto ~ode DynaSpell returns
to the main menu so that you may make
necessary corrections and write a new file
immediately.

6.2.2 USING THE AUTO SPOOL MODE

When you answer the mode prompt by typing an
-Sill or. ·s·, DynaSpell· enters the Auto Sp.ool
mode. Auto Spool works just like Auto Print
except it sends the output to e disk file .50
that you may list it to a terminal or printer
late:.

The file will have the same name as the text
file you're cheCking with -.OOT" appended to
it. After vriting the file, Auto Sp~ol returns
you to DynaSpell's.rn2in menu.

If an -.OUT- file with the same name already
~xists, OynaSpell will ask you .if it may
delete that file before going ahead with the
spool operation. Answer the prompt line with
a Illy" or "yft if you approve.' If you type any
other character, OynaSpell returns you to' the
menu.

.,
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7/T5E OY~~5?ELL HERO

7.0.0 OSING TBE MERO

~ould you 11ke to see a list of words that
OynaSpell could not find in its dictionary?
Kould you like to check those words
one-by-one? Or, woule you rather see them in
context? You can take your choice using the
OynaSpell menu.

After correcting any spelling errors in your
document you t l1 probably want to write a new
file. Or, you may want to save a supplementary
dictionary ~ade up of words you have . check~d

and approved. You can do both with DynaSpell.

c From tile DynaSpell
keystroke away.
screen.

menu, a dozen actions are a
Bere's a preview of the

n~at would you like to do now?
12 words were not in the dictionary And may be
Illisspelled.

·DynaSpell at your Servicel

P~Print suspect words
R-Read a DvnaStar file
U~Use additional dictionary
W~Write corrected file
A~pick Alternate directory
S-call 05-9'. Shell

C-Check word~ individually
F-Formatted read of Stylo "file
BeBuild alternate dictionary
N-check spelling in New file
O~list current Directory
O~return to Operating Systelll

You make your selection by typing a single
letter. The valid choices are: P, C, R, F, Dr
B t W, N, A, D, S or 0. If you type an illegal
character, your terminal will beep and you'll
be prompted again. You may type either
uppercase or lowercase letters. A detailed
description of each option £ollows.

7.1.0 PRINTING A LIST OF SUSPECT WORDS

The DynaSpell PRINT option lets you .display a
list of suspect or valid words on your
terminel or printer~ You tell DynaSpell where
to send the list by answering the -following
question:

Do you want to list your words on the:
ITJerminal or (plrinter?

Paqe 15.



Type a ·T·, ·t"
the terminal.
printer.

or (Er~TER> to ·send the list to
A IIp'', 'or .p. selects the'

Anytime DynaSpel1 surrounds the first letter
of a selection with brackets, you may select
that option by simply hitting the <ENTER> key.

DynaSpell next ~sks if you want your list to
contain suspect words or valid words.

Would you like a list of words that are,
[~lisspelled or (V)alid?

To see
<ENTER>.
or ·v·.

the suspect words, type ·M·, "m"
To print the v~lid words, type

or
·v·

,.

c

~.

(

The list of valid words contains only those
words from your document that ·were placed in
the unique word table. It can corne in handy
if you're monitoring word use in your
documents as it may list the very word you've
been trying to r~move from your vocabulary.

Occasionally someone else may be using your
pr imary printer. Or', you may want to send the
list to another video display or a file. To
make this possible, DynaSpell lets you select
the printer device. .

Bit <ENTER> for standard printer path lip] or,
type pathlist of alt~rnate device -- (example:
Ipl),

If you want to send the list to your standard
05-9 printer, device Ip, just hit <ENTER>. If
you would like to s~nd it to another device,
type the device's name, then <ENTER>. If you
really feel creative you may even send ,the
list of words to a file by typing its
patl)list.

Please note however, that this feature was
added to nake it e~sier for you to send the
list to a device -- not a file. If you plan
to send the list bo a file be warned that th~
file that you name in the pathlist will be
written over.

A file you write in this manner will be a
mirror imace of the same list sent to a
printer. That means that ~t will contain line
feeds and other characters normally not found-
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7.2.0

1n A file. To list .el file cre~ted· by'
DynaSpell's Print function you will want to
use the copy or merge command:

OS9,·Copy 1istofsuspects Iterm

CHECKING SOSPECT WORDS I~IVIDOALLY

I

c

This routine lets yo~ look at each suspect
word one at a time. Only tbe word in question
and a prompt line appears on the screen. A
misspelled word sticks out like a sore thumb.
The prompt line reads:

[Alccept, (L)ookup, (R)eplace, [Slave <SPACE>, (oln~eci~e~, or (Q)uit?

To Accep~"a word type: an -A-, -a- or <ENTER>.

To Accept and Save a vord type: an ·5·, ·s- or
hit the SPACEBAR. This tel!s DynaSpel1 to
Accept the ~ord and mark it for inclusion in
an alternate dictionary. Weill tell you how
to actually save these words in a file when we
describe the Build option.

If you would like to see a list of si~ilar

words in the dictionary, type"-L- or -1-.
DynaSpell will pr.int any woro that matches the
first three characters an~ the last two pairs
of characters in the suspect word" The
algorithm used almost always finds the root of
the suspect word when it is in the dictionary.

When you want to delay a decision on a word
you may typ~ ·0· or ·u· for undecided. h~en

you do this DynaSpell will leave the word
unmarked and go on to the next suspect.
Please note that ~f you leave a word unmarked
while ~sing the Read function, you will be
asked for the ·decision again if 'the word
appears in the text again.

You may quit and ~eturn to the menu at any
time during the checking process by typing ·0·
or .g••

7.3.0 RZPLACING MISSPELLED WORDS .,

The Replace function is one of DynaSpell1s
most important features. because i~ allows you
to correct a misspelled word without returning
to an~ditor or word processor.
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seeyou'lla· word,you ask to Replace
prompt:

Please type the correct spelling here.

When
this

When you see this ~essage, type the word with
the correct spelling, then· hit the <Eh~ER>
key•. Be sure to use the proper case (upper or
lower). DynaSpell uses th~ case you type when
it writes your corrected file.

If you. make a mistake before you hit <Eh~ER>.
hit the line delete key and start over. You
may also u~e the backspace. key to back up and
correct a character. .

C
7.4.0 CHECKING

Make sure you type the word. correctly when you
replace a suspect. The word you type is the
one that will appear in your ~0rrected file.

SOSPECT WORDS IN CONTEXT

You can check the style and content of your
wIiting while DynaSpell looks for spelling
errors with the Read·function. You get to the
Read function by typing an ftR" or ftrft from the
main menu.

.
The Read option lists your prose on
until it .co~es to a suspect word.
stops and points to the suspect.

the screen
Then, it

This word is a misteak<-----

nynaSpel1 prints an arrow pointing to the
suspect word, followed by three blank lines
and the now familiar prompt.

[Alccept. (Llookup. (R)eplace. {Slave <SPACE>. (O)ndecid.ed,or (O)uit?

when
magic

Answer this question jusf 11ke you did
you used the Check option. This time
takes place in front of your eyes.

If you ~ccept or Save the suspect word,
DynaSpell erases ,the prompt, moves the. cursor
to the start of the word and continues to list
your text. If you Replace the suspect word,
OynaSpell prints the correct word in place of
the suspect word and continues.

File~ edited with DynaStar and other text
proceS$ors that store carriage returns at the
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end of each line are output exactly ~s they
appear on the file.

DynaSpell also lets you check files created by
Sty.lograph and, other text processors that
don't store carriage returns. To check a
Stylograph file type ~F~ or ·f~ for the
Formatted read option. ~~ile listing a
Stylograph file, DynaSpell automatically sends
out a carriage return alld linefeed when it
finds a space near the end of a line.

7.5.0 OSING ADDITIONAL DICTIONARIES

....
The DynaSpell Use feature lets you check the
words in your document . against additional
dictionaries. When you select this option,
you will be asked to type th~ na~e of tbe
dictionary you wish to Use.

You will be returned to the menu dfter the
dictionary has been checked. At this time you
may then use the Check or Read options.

OynaSpell looks for additional oictionaries in
your working data directory. I~ you have
stored them elsewhere, you will need to type
the complete 05-9 pathlist.

7.6.0 BUILDING ADDITIONAL DICTIONARIES

(

The Build function saves work in the future by
adding words you have already approved to your
personal dictionary. All words marked while
Checking or Reading a file are saved here.

You may s~v~ these words in the dictionary
file, MYWORDS.DAT.or in a file unique to the
SUbject matter of your document. DynaSpell
gives you the choice with this question.

Shall we save the words you accepted in HYWORDS.DAT: [Y]es. (Nlo?

To save your words in MYWORDS.DAT just type
"y", ~y~ or hit <ENTER>. If yOll hit any o.ther
key you will be ask·~d for a file name?

What filena~e shall we use?

DynaSpell updates. the file you select by
adding the words you have m~rked to the end of
the 115t. If the file you selected does not
exist, DynaSpell will cre~te o~e for you. It
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expects to find the file, ~i~ORDS.DAT in the
directory, IdO/SPELL.

7.7.0 WRITING A CORRECTED FILE

The DynaSpel1 Write option lets you send a
corrected file to your disk after you have
Accepted or Replaced the ~ords in your text
using the Check or Read options. Your
corrected document will have the same name as

._.J;he orig~na1.

7.8.0 REVIEWING YOOR CSOICES

When you make a mistake. and approve a word
accidently .during the checking process,
DynaSpell gives you a second chance. To enter
the reView function type ·v· or ·v· from the
menu. DynaSpell then shows you each of your
action~ and lets you change them when needed.

7.9.0 CSECKING ADDITIONAL TEXT FIL~S

DynaSpell lets you check as many text files as
you desire from the -menu. After you have
corrected the spelling errors in your first
selection and written a co~rected version to
the disk you may check the spelling in" other
documents by selecting the Ne .... option. Type
~N~ or -n- to do this. "

After you have done this, DynaSpell clears the
screen and asks:

Which file vou1d you like to check?

Ans~er with the name of a text file in your
working data directory or type a complete 05-9
pathlist. DynaSpe11 viII check the spelling
of ~ords in the file and return you .to the
menu.

7.10.0 SELECTING AN ALTERNATE DATA DIRECTOR~

.,
You may change the working data directory by
using this menu option. To co this, type an
·A~ or ~a·. PynaSpell will prompt:

Which dat3 directory would you like to use?
•

Type an "05-9 pathlist naming the desired datA
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directory. If you have already started to
check a file and intend to write a corrected
file to your disk, do not change directories
until you have written the new file.

CAUTION: Do not· use the Shell option
the working data directory·because
·Chd w utility will not return
DynaSpell.

7.11.0 LISTING TEE CURRENT WORKING DIRECTORY

to change
the OS-9

you to

Select this option by typing a -D" or ·a· from
the Menu. It displays the na~es of all files
in your working data directory.

7.12.0 USING TEE OS-9 SHELL PROM DYNASPELL

You may send a comrnar.d to the 05-9 Shell by
selecting this option. To do so, type an ·S~

or ·s· from the menu. DynaSpell then prompts:

Type Sbell command line bere:

DynaSpel1 then calls the Shell
you typed. After the Shell
command, it returns. control to
menu.

wi th the line
executes your
the DynaSpell

c'

You may execute the Shell command as a
concurrent process by ending the command line
with an ampersand, -,".

You may temporarily exit from DynaSpell and
enter an interactive session with the Shell by
answering the prompt with the <ENTER> key.

After you do this you'll see the standard OS-9
prompt and may use any utility command you
like if· you have enougb free memory. When
you're ready to return to DynaSpell, answer
the OS-9 prompt with the <~SCAPE> key.
<ESCAPE> serves as an end-af-file marker for
the Shell.

Here's a good use for the Shell option.
it to let Dyn3Form print a file you have
checked, while you check another.

Use
just

The
very

Shell command option is very powerful and
dangerous. Be careful how you use it.

•
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7.13.0 RETORNING TO 05-9

This option lets
operating system.
from the Menu.

.,

•
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Just type
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to 05-9
an ·0· or

disk·0·
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6/KISCEL~EOOS IKPORY~TIO~

6.0.0 FILES SOPPLIED WITE DYNASPELL

The disk you receive has two director"ies,
·C~~S· and ·SPELL-. If you've orderec tbe
source code, you'll also bave a third
directory naced "SPELL.SOURCE."

The CMOS directory· includes:

spell
compress
lk

The SPELL directory includes:

diction~ry.dat

common.dat
mywords.dat
diet. index

The directory SPELL.SOCRCE includes:

spell
spell.write
spell.use
spell. readfile
spell. load
spell.print
spell.build
spell. check
spell. read
spell.prompt
spell. subroutines
spell.strings
spell.hash.dictionary
spell.r~view

spell.look
compress
makecom
common
dpeq,uates

The file, "Spell" in the "CMOS' directory
contains the 'I actual program module.
·Compress· is the program we use~ to compress
the main dictionary. In the Color Computer
version the program ftLK~ will only be present
in the emds directory if- you have purchased
the Look Up program •

•In the ~SPELL· directory, ftdictionary.dat- is
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8.1.0 DIC~IONARY FORMATS

the main dictionary. Common.d~t is a mirror
image of that table in memory. Y.~~ords.Det,"
as shipped, is a list of two words.
Diet.index is an index for the directories.

All of the files in the ·SPELL.SOURCE.
directory except, compress, makecom and common
are needed to asse~le the program. Compress
is the source file for the compress utility.
Makecom is the source code of the utility that
builds the co~~on word table. Common contains
the ~ist of words in the file, common.dat.

In a non-compressed dictionary each word in
the file is surrounded by a carriage return.
A typical file looks like this:

an <CR>
and <CR>
andy <CR>
another <CR>

c

DynaSpell
"However it
of straight

uses a compressed dictionary.
can also read dictionaries made up
ASCII text. ' "

•

In
are

the compressed dictionury the
stored in the following form:

same words

an ($FF)
2d ($FF)
3y ($FP)
20th ($6E)

In order to co~press a dictionary in this
manner, the words must be sorted into alpha
betical ,order.

In addition to the compression at the front of
a word, DynaSpell also uses a table of common
suffixes to save additional space. In many
cases, a word 13 characters long is stored in
two bytes.

The file COMMON.DA7 cvntains a mirror image of
the common word table in memory. Each entry
in the table is the same length and begins
~ith a byte that tells the ler.gth of the ~ord.

If a word does not fill the record, the entry
is padded with ASCII nulls •

•
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8.4.0

c'

B.2.0 ADDING WORDS TO D,KhSPELL'S VOCABOLhF.Y

The best way to add words to D,
vocabulary is to save them into-~
Mi~ORDS.DAT in the directory, SPELl
this you may use the Build option
menu. The dictionary ¥.YWORDS.DAT
automatically each time you run Oyna!

If you need a dictionary made up of \
_~a~pecific subject frequently, but n<
. tJ.me, you can save a special diet:
your working data directory. ~
dictionary can be called from the
selecting the USE option. One of
methods of collecting new words is 1
BUILD option each time you run DynaSJ

B.3.0 TBE GOTOXY MODOLE

DynaSpell uses a GoToXY module idel
the one used by DynaStar. This modu:
in memory so that DynaS~ell can link

Bere is a listing of the entry point,
6809 subroutine module:

When the subroutine is called, tl
X-register should contain the desir1
position and the a-register should c(
desired row. The upper left cornel
screen 1s Cl,l).

The byte at entry+4 is a flag that
if the terminal scrolls when a lint
issued on the bottom line •.,

c c

entry
entry+2
entry+3
entry+4
entry+S
entry+6
entry+6+n
entry+7+n+m.
gtxy

bra gtxy·
feb lin~5-per-page
feb chars-per-line
feb 'scroll ("1· if t.e;
feb length of clear-tc
clear-la-EOL seguence
feb lengtb of ioit. 51
terminal initializati(
equ *

The string at entry+6 is used to elt
from the cursor position to the enc
line. The use of this function speec
use of the Read opt;.ion. If your ten
not hav~ this function you must set
at entry+S to "0" so that the pro~



1.(
2. (
3.(
3. ]
3. :;:
3. ::
4. (
4. ]
<G.:i
5.(
5.]
6.(
6.]
6.]
6.]
6.]
6.]
6.2

C6.~
0 ••

6. :i
6.2
7.(
7.1
7.2
7. ;
7.4
7.~

7.6
7."1
7.7
7.B
7.9
7.1
7.1
7.1
B.O

C"'·l
d.2
B.3
B.4
B.5
B.6
B.7

-. - .

c

c

B.5.0 COY~~h~ SUMMARY

Spell <Eh'TER>

This is the most co~~~n way to call DynE
It attempts to link to the module GoTe)
asks 05-9 for enough memory to build a
word table ~pproximately 200 words long_

Spell Go <ENTER>

If this command line is used SPELL atter
link to a GoToXY module named GO !nstt
GoToXY. It uses the same memory defat
the first example.

,
Spell Go f2BK <ENTER>

This command line tries to link Spell
GoToXY module named GO and requests a
data memory area of 28,000 bytes from
This a110"5 a unique word table which
approximately B50 words.'

••


